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Enforcing Australian Environmental Protection Law in Antarctica: the Kyodo Senpaku Case
IKESHIMA Taisaku?
Abstract
This article aims at considering some fundamental legal problems that have risen through the procedures of the Kyodo 
Senpaku Case in Australian courts. In this case, what was at issue is the legality of the Japanese whaling conducted by a Japanese 
corporation, Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha, in the maritime area ?the Australian Whale Sanctuary? of the Australian Antarctic Terri-
tory ?AAT?. Due to the disagreements of the states concerned with respect to the territorial problems in Antarctica, enforcing 
domestic law in the Antarctic Seas particularly against foreign national and vessels would cause unwelcome results that may 
include the collapse of a traditionally well-established practice of ?self-restraint? under the Antarctic Treaty Regime. Both Japan 
and Australia have an obligation to make every effort not to cause any damage to the Regime and to maintain the status quo with 
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